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Using (non-adapted) quantum stochastic calculus as our main tool we calculate the dynamical 
Stark cffcct, i.e., the splitting of the fluorescent spectrum of a two-level atom in a strong laser 
beam. We introduce the scattering operator for this system, and establish a well-known relation 
hctwccn the scattered spectrum and the autocorrelation function of the atom. WC obtain an 
expression for the spectrum which is in agreement with that obtained by Mollow in.1969. and 
generahses it to arbitrary tcmpcraturcs. 
$0. Introduction 
In this Paper we want to illustrate that quantum stochastic calculus forms a suitable 
framework to calculate and discuss interesting phenomena in quantum optics. As an 
example we consider the case of the dynamical Stark effect. Some other cases-notably 
the electron shelving effect-have been treated by Barchielli [ 1, 21. 
The phenomenon we shall consider here occurs when an atom is put into an intense 
laser beam, tuned precisely to one of its transition frequencies: the atom hecomes flu- 
orescent; its emitted spectrum consists of three broadened peaks with height ratio 1:3:1 
and width ratio 3:2:3. The distance of the side peaks from the central one incrcascs with 
the amplitude of the laser beam. NOW, the dependence of the posilion of spectral lines on 
the amplitude of a-constant-external field is known as the ‘“Stark e&t”. Hence. the 
phenomenon described above was given the name of r!~~nmica! OI WSOW~~~ Stark cff~ct. 
ii was predicted in 1969 by Mollow [IS] on the bahis of a quantum Master equation. A 
debate ensued as to the correctness of his conclusions and lasted ti:lii! the predictiL,ir was 
experimt-ntally verilied by Schuda. Stroud and Percher in i 971 [1-j. 
The participant5 i:I the theoretical discussion held in thi: early ani; Ii-:id seventics ;zail he 
roughi! di\.i<!ed intO WV camps: those employing the pertur!>aai;v: : :chnic~ucc ,;I’ c;u;n~~lm I 
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electrodynamics [S, 181 and those using the probabilistic language of quantum Master 
equations [4, 151. 
The present treatment unifies these two approaches in the mathematical framework 
of quantum stochastic calculus. An extra feature is the inclusion of a temperature ,s-’ in 
the model, dictated by mathematical convenience [12]. 
Our starting point is a semigroup of transition operators ‘r,, (t > 0) on the algebra A12 
of all 2 x 2-matrices. This semigroup describes the approach to the thermal equilibrium 
state ~~7 at temperature 8-l of an atom possessing two energy levels. 
By coupling the atom to a quantum noise source we construct a stationary quan- 
tum Markov process having precisely these transition operators. In one imposes the 
requirements that the external noise be a Bose field, and the quantum Markov process 
be minimal, then the latter is uniquely determined. Is is called the minimal Bose dilation 
of (A& ‘T,, cps) [S, 121. 
Since this dilation is uniquely determined, any other reversible dynamical model which 
couples (Al1, T,, cps) to some Bose field necessarily contains this minimal Bose dilation as 
a subsystem. Hence without deriving our model from an explicit Schrodinger equation 
(by performing some Markovian limit) we may safely assume it to be physically correct. 
Then, as we are interested in the change which field observables undergo on passing 
the atom, we study the scattering operator associated to the Markov process [9] we con- 
structed. The fluorescent spectrum as determined by the scattering operator, can be 
conveniently expressed in terms of the autocorrelation function of the atom’s excitation 
operator in a scattered state. Quantum stochastic calculus gives ready access to this 
autocorrelation function. 
We employ a version of quantum stochastic calculus based on integral kernels [12, 131. 
This has the advantage that non-adapted processes can be dealt with as easily as adapted 
ones. In particular, an It8 formula for non-adapted processes is presented. Moreover the 
kernel formulation of quantum stochastic calculus forges a link between the quantum elec- 
trodynamical and probabilistic treatments of this problem. In this context it is illuminating 
to compare our formula (1.2) with the series expansion studied by Mollow [16]. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we introduce kernel processes with 
values in a C*-algebra, and their associated It6 formula. We solve explicitly a relevant 
quantum stochastic differential equation. In Section 2 we construct the Bose dilation of 
(A~zJ, T,, 93). In Section 3 the scattering operator is introduced, in particular its action 
on modes of the Bose field. A link is established in Section 4 between the scattered 
spectrum of a given square-integrable input field and the autocorrelation function of the 
atom’s excitation operator. A well-known differential equation for this correlation function 
is proved. In Section 5 we extend the validity of the differential equation beyond the 
square-integrable input fields by an approximation theorem. We then calculate explicitly 
the fluorescence spectrum in Section 6 for the case of a plane wave input field, reproducing 
(and slightly extending) Mollow’s result. 
$1. The kernel calculus of Bose noise 
Kernels, kernel processes and their associated differential and integral calculus are 
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discussed in detail in [12]; a brief, but essentially self-contained account can be found in 
[lo] and [14]. 
Let Va denote the metric space of finite configurations 0 of +‘s and -‘s on the line. We 
shall treat elements 0 of VO as finite “charged” subsets of R. Physically we will view the 
+‘s and -‘s as photons added to, and removed from, a thermal background respectively. 
For analytic reasons it will be convenient to consider the completion V of VO. In V 
configurations are allowed where photons coincide. In such “boundary” configurations 
account has to be taken of the order of the charges in a single point. Different orders 
stand for different limits of configurations in VO. 
Write u+, (T- for the positive and negative parts of 0 and 1~) for the number of 
elements in a; then we can write, 
V = 5 VJ,k, where V~“={~EVI/~‘~=~,I~-~=IC}. (1.1) 
j,k=O 
Now let a > b > 0 and define a measure p = p,,b on V by, 
cl({4>) = 1; p(LIv,,k = db”Xj+k, 
where q5 denoted the empty set and A, is n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Let A be a C*-algebra and denote by K(d) the class of smooth d-valued functions on 
V [12]. The operation * : K(d) x K(d) + K(d) and the involution .* : K(d) -+ K(d) 
defined by, 
J: * y(0) = c J 2(;; u o)y(w u Z)P(dU) ) (1.2) 
acu v 
2*(w) = LzT(z;)’ )
where 7 switches the charges in the points of a configuration, . + is the involution on A 
and the sum is over all partitions of 0 into disjoint subsets a and E, render K(d) an 
associative *-algebra. (Proposition 2.7 of [12]). 
Given a smooth C-valued kernel z E K(C), the map X : y H x*y defines an operator 
on K(C). If x is a Weyl kernel wf, defined by 
wf(a) = exp (- :(a +b)l11/12) n f(s) n (- f(t)), (f E CFRC)), (1.3) 
SEU+ tEa- 
then X extends to a unitary operator W(f) on ?&,b := L2(V, &,b). The operators W(f) 
satisfy Weyl’s version of the Canonical Commutation Relations: 
W(f + g) = ei(a~b)lm(f,g)W(f)W(g). 
The correspondence f H W(f) extends weak-*-continuously to all f E 12(R). 
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Let 6, E &,t be the vector given by 
1 if 4 = 4, 
0 otherwise. 
In the associated vector state xa,b : X + (~5~: X6,) = CC(~) the Weyl operators have the 
expectations 
\i&Cti(f)) = 211f(d) = e-&+b)~IflI? . 
In view of the above it is natural to put a - b = 1 and introduce a temperature p-t by 
ei = a/h, so that 
es3 *=-- 
es3 - 1 
and b = 1 e” _ 1 . 
We shall henceforth speak of Ffg instead of RFl,,t7, 23 instead of x0,6, etc. 
The von Neumann algebra NJ generated by the IV(f) on 7f3? consists of all operators 
y H T * y which are bounded. We call ,Ua the algebra of Bose noise ut inverse temperuture 
13, and ~3 the associated equilihrium state on NJ. 
A smooth kernel process is a map z : R 4 K(A) such that the map (g, t) ti rt(g) 
is smooth. Let P(A) denote the collection of such processes; then under the pointwise 
operation 
(x * v)t = Zt * yt 
it forms an associative *-algebra as well. 
We define the following operations on P(d), 
(J$7)&) := ?‘T+” u {t’}>, E = fl . 
(J;x)*(o) := l$y& u {t’}); & = il, 
(D_+)t((T) := 
i 
&(a) 
dt 
where it exists, 
0 otherwise. 
Let P’(d) denote the * -algebra of smooth processes CC for which D.r E P(d). The 
following result will be our main computational tool. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Quantum Ito’s formula). For ~$1 processes 5, y E P’(A), 
(a) ‘I;(, * y) = (,I~,~) * y + .I: * (J/y), (E = +I), and similar& J’br JL; 
(b) D(s*y) = n~*!/+.~*o!,+a(J_i.~*.l~y- JIs*J~!,)+b(J::~*J-y- J;z*J!y). 
q 
This formula is an easy generalisation of the quantum It6 formula for adapted pro- 
cesses [7, 11, 121. We call a process crdapted if it is supported on the &rpted simplex 
V;,,I = {(a,t) E B x R+ID c lO.ti}. 
By PC,,,,t(d) we denote the “-algebra of adapted processes. 
If .I: E 7JaCt(d) then (JJs) = 0, (E = il), since for s < t the configuration ~7 U {t’} is 
not contained in [O. s]; ($,.) .L is the stochastic &rilwtive, and Dn: the ,jol7rwrd derilwtive of 
process .c. 
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THEOREM 1.2 [12]. Let L+, L_ and Lo be bounded linear maps on d Then the unique 
adapted solution y E Pid(d) to the system 
Jiy = L+(y); JOY = L-(Y); DY = LO(Y); YO($) = YO E A; (1.4) 
is given explicitly by, 
Yt(C) = P(t - &)LEnP(%z - h-1). . . P(sz - s&L, P(Sl)(YO), 
CT = {s;‘}pl; 0 < Sl I h-2 I . . 5 s, 5 t ) 
where P(t) = etLo, (t > 0). 
$2. The Wigner-Weisskopf atom 
Let h42, the algebra of 2 x 2-matrices, stand for the observables of an atom possessing 
only two energy levels: an upper level 1 and a lower level 2. If the atom jumps downward 
or upward between its two states with transition rates a and b respectively, then the 
irreversible evolution of the atom is described by the semigroup (57, : h4~ -+ b4&lo of 
completely positive maps Tt = etLO with 
Lo : (;:: :i;) ++ ( _,wf;‘:‘:,,~lj))x2, y-(&+~y~2) . (2.1) 
Here wo is the natural transition frequency of the atom. Note that for 2 E h42, 
Lo(x) = i[ho, x] - ;u(w+,, - 2v+xv + xw’w) - ;b(u?J+x - 2vxw+ + x?,w+) ) 
where v = 
0 0 
( 1 1 0 
and u+ = : i 
( ) 
are the annihilation and creation operators of 
atomic excitations respectively, and ho denotes the matrix wo 0 
( ) 0 0’ 
For the above model, 
t’& Tt(z) = PO(X). 1, (x E hrlz) , 
where 1 is the unit matrix in h42 and ‘pa is the thermal equilibrium state on h42 given by, 
w(x) = 
a522 + bl 
a+b ’ 
This quantum dynamical semigroup describes the approach to thermal equilibrium of a 
two-level atom coupled to a heat bath at temperature p-l. The system (Al2, Tt, p3) is 
known as the Wigner-Weisskopf atom [20]. 
We shall now embed h42 with its state ~0 into the von Neumann algebra A42 8 No 
with state @a : = pa ~3 ~0 and construct a 
on A42 $3 .?io such that the diagram 
Al2 8 No 
group of @a-preserving automorphisms {s;,},,, 
i T 
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commutes, where i : x H 17: @ 1~. 
Let u E Pad(Mz) be the adapted solution of the system, 
J” - +u vu; Jiu = -v+u; Du = (iho - ;(,v+v + bvv+))zl; ug = I&, 1. (2.2) 
By Proposition 8.5 of [12] the solution defines a family of unitary maps Ut : y ++ ut * y on 
hl;@tio, where we view A12 as a Hilbert space under the inner product (z:, y)a = ‘p~(z’y). 
Let gt denote the right shift through t E R over No (or tie). Then the family of maps 
Ft : Al, @No + I’$ 18 n/, given by, 
Z(X) = U,*(id @ at)(X)Ut, (t L 0) > 
!Ft = (F-J’, (t < 0) 1 
meets all requirements ([12], Lemmas 9.3 and 9.4). Because ?t preserves @B, $ de- 
termines a unitary group on the Hilbert space Ail, 8 ‘& by continuous extension of the 
operators 
z = xs, ++ F~(X)S$, (t E R) > 
which we shall also denote by Ft. 
$3. Scattering theory of the Wigner-Weisskopf atom 
We will now look at the effect on the Bose field caused by interaction with the atom. 
THEOREM 3.1 For all k E K(C) and x E K(hlz) the following four limits exist: 
f&k: = t IiF= E 0 a-t(1 @ k), 
G*(Z): = t liym gt 0 T-,(x). 
They define unitary maps R* : T-la + hJ~@tip and @h : AI~cxIXH~ + ?-lo where $5 = flzl. 
Proof: Clearly, proofs for 0, and @+ will suffice. Write, for rE E K(C) and z E K(i’@): 
let = Ft 0 a_t(l @ Ic) = u; * (1 @ Ic) * ut; 
Zt = qt 0 T-t(z) = Zlt * z * u; . 
Since Ic is in K(C), it is of bounded support on V; thus there exists a T such that on [T, cm) 
the process t H kt is adapted. Hence Jik = JI k = 0 on [T, m). Using the quantum It6 
formula one calculates that for t > T : Ji k = Jf k = Dk = 0. Thus t H kt is constant 
for t 2 T and, 
L?+k = u$*(l@k)*uT. 
Isometry of 6?+ follows the unitarity of Ft and gt. 
In order to discuss the second limit @+, let Q be the orthogonal projection onto l@;Flo 
in the Hilbert space AJz 8 ‘Ha, given by 
&Y(O) = PP (Y(O)) .I. 
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A theorem of Kiimmerer and Maassen [9] asserts that @+ exists and is isometric provided 
that for all 2 = CEO @ 1 with 20 E M2 there is a t > 0 such that Qxt # 0. Now, 
IIQ42 = j- l(~,&&))1~~(~4~ 
UEV 
In view of the continuity of (a,t) H xt(g) on VO x (0, m) we need only find a single 
t > 0 and CT in some Vilj for which cpa(zt(~)) # 0, to obtain our result. Now, for each 
~0 E MZ the process t H zt given above is adapted. Using the quantum It6 formula we 
find that this process satisfies the quantum stochastic differential equations (1.4), where 
L+ = [v, .I, L_ = -[u+, .] and Lo is given by (2.1). Therefore, by Theorem 1.2 we find 
that, 
xt(g) = T,_,, o LEn o . . . o Ts2_,, o LE’ o T&x0). 
Take 0 = (0,~) then, 
l$ cpp(zt(0)) = cpp(L&” . . . L”(Q)). 
We need now only show that for each ~0 E M2 we can find a nonzero expression of this 
form. Let 
If x12 # 0, take (T = (0, +l), then (PO(X~(O)) + x12/(u + b) # 0, (t 1 0); 
If 521 # 0, take (T = (0, -l), then cpp(xt(a)) + x21/(u + b) # 0, (t 1 0); 
If m(z) # 0, take c = 4, then cpp(xt(g)) + cpp(x) # 0, (t 10); 
If XII # 332, take 0 = ((0, +I), (0, -I)}, then P&Q(C)) --f (XII -xz)/(~ + b) # 0, (t 1 0). 
0 
Define the scattering operator S : WB + T-(0 by 
s := fln_lR+ 
Before proceeding we will define a useful computational tool, the time reversal operator 
R : Ic(A4) -+ Ic(M2) given by, 
(Rx)(a) = z(-u). 
LEMMA 3.2. For each x, y E K(h@ and t > 0, 
(i) R2 = id and R o gt = u_t o R, 
(ii) R(x * y) = Rx * Ry and Rx* = (Rx)*, 
(iii) R(ut) = a_t(u;), 
(iv) R$R = $!?t, 
(v) 0_ = RR, R 
Proof: A simple calculation; for (iii) use the explicit expression for ut given in Theo- 
rem 1.2. 
0 
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$3.1. The fluorescent spectrum 
Let g E COa(R, C) and let a, E 3-Ia be the annihilation kernel, 
as(c) = g(t) if c7 = It-> 
{- 0 otherwise. 
Let A$” and Ayt be the operators of * -multiplication by the kernels a, and Sa, respect- 
ively. 
We want to look at radiation detected in the field mode g while our system is subjected 
to an intense electromagnetic field f. We must thus look at our observables A; and Ayt 
in the Weyl state Xf : X H (wf , Xwf). The strength of the scattered field produced in 
this state is given by, 
r(f>g) = ll(A:t - A$“)wf112 = (wf, (Ayt - A$,)*(,:’ - A;)wf) 
= (w; * ((S - l)ag)* * ((S - l)ag)) * u~f)(4). 
The reason for considering this expression and not, for instance, the incoherent spectrum, 
r’(f,g) = IlA’+~ll~ - lIA;wf/12, 
is that we want to describe sideways, not forward scattering; cf. for instance [19]. 
We quote a useful lemma from [14]. 
LEMMA 3.3. For all k E K(C), 
R_ is obtained by conjugating 0, with the time-reversal operator R 
Proof If we put Ict = Ff 00-~(k) = 11; * (1 @I k) * ut, then we find that (Jk - J:)(k) = 0 
for E = *l, using Proposition 1.1.(a); and, using Proposition 1.1.(b), 
(Dlc)t = Ft 0 a_&+ @ (J& + 21@ (J-Ik)t 
The statement follows from the observation that 
fi’+k = 1 @ k + ;il(k+ - 1 @I k). 
$4. The two-time correlation function 
In computing the fluorescent spectrum 1(f, g) it turns out to be natural to study the 
coupled system of atom and field in the state 
$lf = Xf 0 Ly’. (4.1) 
This may be regarded as the state of the coupled system after having been acted upon by 
the laser field since time --oo. We consider the two-time correlation function, 
GAS, t) = WW+)W)). (4.2) 
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The following theorem connects Gf with the fluorescent spectrum 1(f,g) and thus 
motivates the above definitions. 
THEOREM 4.1. The fluorescent intensity I(f, g) in the field mode g E Cr (R, C) of a 
two-level Wigner- Weisskopf atom, 
w 7 9) = 
irradiated by the field f, is given by, 
iu Cc 
s s Gf(s> t)g(s)g(t) ds dt. 
-CC --33 
(4.3) 
Remark: If the state xf on Ne were translation invariant (which is equivalent to the 
state $f on Al2 8 No being stationary for the flow T), then Gf(s, t) would depend on s 
and t only via their difference t - s, and we would have, 
-cc 
where Gf denotes the Fourier transform of t H Gf(O, t). Note that v + IF(V describes 
the spectral profile of our detector. That the fluorescent spectrum is the Fourier transform 
of this autocorrelation function is a well-known rule in quantum optics, and forms the 
starting point in the work of Mollow on the dynamical Stark effect [1.5]. 
That Gf(s, t) depends only on t - s is equivalent to $f being p-invariant on the von 
Neumann algebra D generated by {?~(~‘)?*(~)js,t E R}. This again is equivalent to 
xf being translation invariant on K’D, an impossibility for a nonzero f E L2(R). In a 
generalised sense however, the plane waves f(t) = Aeitit (which are not in L2(R)) will 
turn out to meet this requirement. Since a plane wave is a good description for a laser 
beam, shone on the atom, we are interested in giving meaning to Gf for such f’s. (cf. 
$5). 
Proof of theorem 4.1: The proof is a simple application of Ito’s formula. First note 
that, 
(5’ - l)a, = K1(f2+ - fL)a, = RI1(R+ - RR+R)a., . 
Since a, E K(C) and (J!a,)t = g(t)64 we can apply Lemma 3.3 
(S - l)a, = r ,‘(~i,(&$Wj. 
As 0_ is a *-isomorphism, it fohows that 
W!g) = Xf((S - I)$ * ts - I)%) 
to give, 
cc 
= xf o L’S’ s ?&+)g(s)ds * s f&)g(t)dt 
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Note that Gf has the symmetries, 
GAS, r) = GA& S) (s, t E R); Gj(s,t) = G,_sj(O,t - s), (t > s), (45) 
where a-,f(r) = f(r + s). In view of this we need only calculate Gj(O,t) for t > 0. 
Now, for t 2 0 and f E L*(R), let us draw the diagram: 
I.e. T/(X) := (id @ xj) o L?t o i(z). Note that, in terms of kernels, 
i(z) = Cr. 64 and (id ~3 zj)(lc) = w; * Ic * wj(q5), 
for each CC E M2 and lo E M2@Na. We thus obtain a family (Ttf),>a of completely positive 
maps M2 -+ M2, which can be regarded as the evolution of the Wigner-Weisskopf atom 
in the laser field f’ = flls+), provided that nothing has happened yet before time 0. 
The map Tif depends only on the behaviour of f on [0, t]. 
Remark: The projection id@ xf occurring in the diagram is the conditional expectation 
with respect to pa @ xf. This may not seem a natural choice, since we are interested 
in a correlation with respect to the state $~j. However, unless f = 0 no conditional 
expectation Ej onto M2 compatible with $j exists. (“Ej compatible with $j” means that 
I+!J~ o i o Ej = @j). A fortion’ (Al2 ~3 NB, ptt, $j; i) is not a Markov process. 
The following lemma employs the Markov property of the unperturbed process 
(M2~3N~,%xo;i). 
LEMMA 4.2. Let f E C,$(R, C) be decomposed as f + @ f - in the decomposition 
L’(R-) @ L*(R’) of L*(R). Then for all t 2 0 the fimit 
lim T,““j- := ‘pj- . 1 
S-M (4.6) 
exists. Moreover, 
Gj(O,t) = ~j&+T/+(u)). (4.7) 
Proof The von Neumann algebras Np and M2 @ Np have respective decompositions 
N; C+ Ni and NT @ M2 @Nl, where NF consist of (multiplication by) kernels supported 
on the power sets of R*. The decomposition f = f- @ f’ gives rise to a decomposition 
of the Weyl state wf = wf- @ wf on No = N; 8 Ni. Since 6’:’ acts non-trivially only 
on the first factor in the decomposition (‘Ha @ Mz) ~3 Xi we must have, 
+j = +j- @xxf+. 
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On the other hand, the observable v’i’,(v) for positive t lies entirely in 1~~ @ M2 @NO+. 
If we define a state ‘pf- on A& by, 
then we can write for t 2 0, 
Gf(O,t) = &(i(v+)c 0 i(v)) = $J- @ xo+(W(f-)*i(v+)~‘t(i(v))w(f)) 
= ‘pf- (w;, * V’QJ) * wf+ (4)) = ‘pfm (?J’T;f(v)) . 
Now, by Theorem 3.1 we have for all z E A&J, 
lim TFtf(z) = 
t+m 
lim (id @ x,,J) o ?t 
t---cc 
o i(x) = tlimm(id @ xf) 0 (T_~ o Ft 0 i(z) 
= (Xf 0 RI’ 0 i(Z)). 1 = $Jf(X &) . 1 = pf-(X). 1. 
It remains to compute the action of Tf, f E COm(R, C), on elements of M2. We tackle 
this problem by again making use of the non-adapted It6 calculus. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let f E COm(R, C) and t 2 0. Then, for each x E M2, 
&f(x) = Tf(Mx> + [f@b+ - f(W xl> (4.8) 
Proof: For t > 0 define Ktf : M2 -+ K(M2) by 
K/(x) = wj*Ilf*xut*wf. 
(The kernel K{(x) corresponds to the operator W(f)*T,(x @ l)W(f).) Then the process 
t H K{(x), t > 0, is in P1(M2), and we can apply the quantum It6 formula. Noting that 
(CWfh = f(eJf and (J!w~)~ = -f(t>wf , 
(i =T or I), then using (2.2) and Proposition 1.1 we have 
oK,f(x) = K,fVo(~) + [f@)v+ - f(+, ~1). 
The statement follows from the fact that T{(x) = K{(X)(~). 
0 
35. Input fields which are not L2 
We are now in a position to introduce non-square-integrable input fields f. 
Let f be in Cbm(R, C), the set of smooth bounded functions R + C. Then the definition 
of T;f by the diagram in $4 loses its meaning, since in general there is no Weyl kernel 
Wf = W(f)0 in 7$. We take our refuge in defining T;f by the differential equation: 
for t 2 0 let T;f : M2 -+ M2 be the unique solution of (4.8) with initial condition 
.r,f = id. The time-zero state ‘pf- and the two-time correlation function Gf(s, t) associated 
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to the input field f are then defined by the limit (4.6) (if it exists), relation (4.7) and the 
symmetries (4.5). 
These definitions are justified by the following approximation theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (fn) be a uniformly bounded sequence of elements of Cr (R, C) 
tending uniformly to f E Cbm(R, C) on compact intervals. Suppose that the limit tlim, Ttutf 
exists. Then for all z E iI11 
(a) tlic T?(z) = T/(X) for all t > 0; 
(b) ,$t yf,, (x) = vim. 
As an immediate consequence (cf. (4.7) and (4.4)), this theorem gives us also 
Jit+rnmGftZ(s:t) = Gf(s,t) and /mmI(fn,g) = I(f,g). 
For the proof we shall make use of the following orthogonal basis B of AlI: 
B = (1, YV, YV+, q>> and y=a+b. 
Note that these are all eigenvectors of Lo (cf. (2.1)). We can write any z E AI* as 
z=y~(z).1+521.z,+5,~.2/++(2,,-~~~).q. 
It will be useful to consider M2 as a Banach space in the norm 
Il5ll13 = max 
( 
IPJ(~)/, il011, tl:rl~l, 1x11 - ~221) 
For z E C let V(z) : AI2 + AI2 denote the operator 
LEMMA 5.2. Let t > 0 and z E C. The norm of V(z)T, as an operator on the Banach 
space (AI,, 11 / 1~) satisfies: 
1lV(z)T,l/ < 4/z(eFf7t. 
Proof: The operator V(+z)Tt acts on the basis vectors as follows: 
1 H 0; q H (-.zyv+ ~ ;yv)e~‘*; 
ytt ---f (z. 1 _ 22. q)e(-J-~p’“U)ty.~;; ??I+ H (2.1 ~ 22. q)e(-l?+idO)tyvf. 
Therefore the largest matrix element of V(z)T, on the basis B is smaller than 
2121 exp(-iyt), and never more than two of them are nonzero in one row. 
0 
Proof of theorem 5.1: Let (fn E Com(R, C)) tend to f E Cbx(R: C) uniformly on compact 
sets, and suppose that 1 IfI 1, 1 Ifi ( 1 5 AI. Define 
S;l I= Tfl’ - T;f and [J; := T,“‘ffl _ T;tf. 
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Then 
&;=T~oLI’.- T;f o Ltf = S2" o LF” + Ttf 0 (Lf” - Lif) 
= Sz” o Lo + St” o V(fn(t)) + Ttf 0 V(fn(t) - f(t)). 
Treating this as a perturbation of the differential equation $T, = Tt o Lo, we obtain the 
integral equation 
s2” = J (Sz” 0 V(fn(s)) + Tf 0 V(fn(s) - f(s))) 0 Tt-s ds. (5.1) 
0 
Now, since T,f is completely positive, it is an operator-norm contraction. On the finite 
dimensional space M2 we must therefore have IjT,fll 2 c for some positive constant c. 
Lemma 5.2 then permits us to estimate the integrands: 
IIK‘II i j llSz”I, . IIV(fn(s))Tt-sll ds + j ,lT.!il . IIV(fn(s) - f(s)P+-sll ds 
0 0 
5 4 j ]lSpl/. If,(s)je-fY(‘-“)ds + 4c J lfn(s) - f(s)leCfYCtPS)ds. 
0 0 
By a fundamental lemma in the theory of linear integral equations (cf. for instance [3], it 
follows that: 
This proves (a). To prove (b) we replace f by (TJ in (5.1) and obtain the estimate 
provided that 1, is an upper bound (uniform in t) for the integral 
In(t) = j Ifn(s - t) - f(s - t)]e-tY(+“) ds . 
0 
We claim that: 
Indeed, for E > 0 we can choose T so large that for all t 2 0: 
(5.2) 
(t-T)VO 
s 2Me-~Y(t-s)& 
0 
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Then we may choose N large enough that for n > N: 
t 
s Ifn(s - t) - f(s - t)li-tY(t-s)ds 5 2 
(t-T)8 
so that In(t) < E for all t > 0 and n > N, and our claim is proved. Finally, since 
lim Tf = qua exists by assumption, and tlit Tfn = ‘pf, by Lemma 4.2, it follows that: 
t--m --t 
lim lim U” = 0 
n--too t&+03 t ) 
and therefore 
$6. The dynamical Stark effect 
Let us now consider a plane input wave f: 
f(t) = eA+,(t) := Aepiwt. 
In this case Tf := T$” can be explicitly calculated in terms of its Laplace transform. For 
z E Al, let 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For A E C, w E R and Re z > 0 we have 
- i 
F(r) 
1 ~ A(z+%)(t+r) 
F(z) - 
0 0 0 
(z + S)(z + y) + 2/A12 -2A2 2A(z + 29) 
-2x2 (z +a)(~ + y)+ 21A12 2&z + 19) 
-X(z + 6) -A(z + 3) (2 + ??)(z + 3) 
where 8 = ir + i(w - wo), and F(z) = FA,~(z) is the third-orderpolynomial, characteristic 
for the Wigner- Weisskopf a tom, 
F(z) = (z + 29)(z + @(z + 7) + 4/A12(z + ;r). 
Proof The proof is a straightforward calculation. The operator Lf = LO + V(f(t)) 
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takes the following form on the basis B of Mz: 
Lf ?“+ = -f(t) (ii YJ 4 1 -f(t) -;r - iwo 0  0 -$ 0 + iwg 0 2.f (t) 2f(t) -Ii 7 0 7: Q 1 ) . 
-f(t) -f(Q 
Now, taking Laplace transforms of both sides of the relation 
* f $ (x) = Ttf 0 Lf(4 > 
and putting T/(x) = 2, we obtain for all z E A42 and z E C with Re z > 0: 
zFi(x) - yT/ o Lf(z)epzt dt = 17:. 
0 
Then, putting f(t) = Aeciwt, (A E C, w E R), and substituting the elements of B for 2, 
we obtain 
One solves this system by inverting the matrix. 
COROLLARY 6.2. For x E M2, A E C and w E R: 
lim T?eA.W t&+03 (x) = t@?A,wx) 1, 
where 
@A# 
- ,,A,:! j2912 
IAl ’ 
a - 2(A12 + 11912 ) 
Remark: Note that, since a - b = 1, we have 
This means that for very large laser field strengths upper and lower level are equally 
densely populated, and the polarisation (and consequently the fluorescence) disappears. 
Proof Define n : B -+ {-l,O, 1) by 
n(1) = n(q) = 0; n(w) = 1, n(ywf) = -1. 
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Fix w E R and call the B x B-matrix occurring in Proposition 6.1: &(a, z) = 
(Qz,,(A Z))W/EB. Then Proposition 6.1 says that for all z E B, 
T -z::,+(4 = c Qz,v(A Z>Y. 
Now note that (Tte,+ = e,&‘Wt,w and that 
QzJAeiwt, z) = eiW(n(~)-n(Y))Qz,y(A, 2). 
By the Fourier inversion theorem it follows that for z E B and X > 0, 
= s 
X+iR 
= C J Qz,y(Aei"t, ,)ye(z_2n("b'P & 
YGB X+iR 
= c s Qz,y(A, z)ye(‘-i”(y)“)t& 
YEB X+iR 
=c s Q,,,(A, z + in(y)w)ye”t & . 
YEB X+iR 
Therefore, 
lim T?eA.u t-03 (x) = c Re ~-i~(~)~(Q~,~(-k .>)Y = Re ~o(Q~,I(A, .))l, 
YEB 
The last step can be made because F has all its roots in the region (2 E Cl - y 5 
5 Rez < --ir}, so that Q(A, .) h as nonzero residues only in its first column. Thus we 
find Jit T~tea,w(z) = (P.+(x). 1, where 
~A+$) = 1; IAl2 pA+J(q) = ‘442 + 12912; 
(PA,uJ(‘?~) = A6 
A8 
2(A12 + 18j2’ ‘PA,kV+) = 2~A,z + 142 . 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
Writing (PA+(x) = tr(@A,+,x) we find the matrix @,+ given in the statement. 
COROLLARY 6.3. We have for all w E R, A E C and Re z > 0, 
GA,u(~ - iW> 
0 
= F~O;F~z~ (1 + ;b + @IAl + ((2 + -Y)(z + 6) + W2M42 + (Y - 1)llp’) . (6.3) 
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Proof: Note that 
Using Proposition 6.1 and the expressions (6.1) and (6.2) we calculate the right-hand side. 
0 
With the benefit of hindsight we can now see that GA+,(s, t) depends on s and t only 
via t - s. Indeed, since GA+, does not depend on the phase of A, we have for t > s 
by (4.5) 
G~,w(s, t) = GA~“w’,~ (0, t - S) = G.+(O, t - S) . 
Since G,+(s, t) = G,+(t, s), the statement goes through for t < s as well. We shall 
henceforth consider GA,~ as a function of one variable. 
We will now examine (6.3) more closely. Since the roots of the polynomial F have 
their real parts lying between -y and - ir, the only contribution to the asymptotic form 
of GA+ comes from the pole at z = 0. The residue of this pole is 
lW12 lW12 
- = 2142 + 12912 = h,dw)~2~ F(o)2 (6.4) 
This contribution to GA+ is the coherent plane wave 
G?;(t) = (pA,U(2))12e-iWt. 
Write G$ru = GA+ - GT>, the remaining incoherent component of the correlation 
function. 
We now collect our results. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. For all g E Cr(R, C), 
I(eA,,,g) = & 7 k?(Z’)i21A,d (dv) 7 
-cc 
where IA,+ is the measure on R given by 
IA,w(dV) = I~A,&)12&&‘) + I:;&‘> dv; 
I::+,(v) = 2Re2zw(iv). 
We shall only evaluate the spectral density IA+ in the resonant case, i.e., for w = wg. 
We will also assume that the field is sufficiently strong for L?’ := 4/A12 - &r2 to be 
positive. (A discussion of the general case can be found in [15].) 
At resonance F has the simple factorisation 
F(z) = (z + ;y)(z + if2 + ;)(z - ifI + ;). (6.5) 
Substituting into (6.3) we find after a long reduction, 
Iyp) = $F(O) - +r’> 
4F(O)((w - v)~ + ay2) + 
-C(w - v - 0) + +yD 
(w-v- f2)2+($)2 
+ C(w - Y + CL’) + ;rD 
(w-v + ny +(# ' 
(6.6) 
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where 
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Equation (6.6) represents a three peaked spectrum centred at w with side bands dis- 
placed at G?;‘the spectrum is symmetric about the central peak and the central peak has 
width two-thirds that of the side peaks. For I Al >> y, i.e., in the limit of very strong fields, 
I&(v) = +r 
(w - “)2 + ;q + 
&r sir 
(w - v - 21Al)2 + (:T)~ + (w - I/ + 21Al)2 + (;r)” ’ (6.7) 
As mentioned in the introduction, this spectrum was first computed by Mollow 1151 in 
the case of a zero-temperature Bose field. This case is recovered by putting y = I 
above. The finite-temperature dynamical Stark effect is very similar to the one at zero 
temperature; note however the temperature-dependent spectral line frequencies in (6.6) 
and the temperature-broadening, and temperature-dependent peak heights, of the three 
Lorentz lines in (6.7). 
A further difference with the dynamical Stark effect at temperature zero is the oc- 
currence of fluorescence already in the absence of an input field, due to the thermal 
background only. It has the following spectral shape: 
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